Virtues of Vinyl gloves
RCR International examine the advantages of wearing vinyl gloves

Vinyl hand wear is an increasingly popular option in disposable gloves. For years, latex has dominated the market. However, in recent years, other
products have seen an upswing in use thanks to the increased potential from such products. In particular, disposable vinyl hand wear has a lot to offer
in a wide range of workplaces. When purchasing disposable gloves, there are a few reasons to keep vinyl hand wear in mind as a viable option.First,
vinyl is a smart alternative for individuals with a latex allergy. While latex allergies are not necessarily common, they can be especially problematic.
Indvidiuals who are allergic to latex will often experience difficulty breathing when they come into contact with latex, which includes latex gloves.
Because of this, many workplaces that use latex also have to stock an alternative, such as vinyl exam glovse, to accommodate individuals who have
the allergy.
Another reason that vinyl exam gloves are a good choice for many workplaces is their flexibility. Disposable vinyl gloves are designed to adhere to the
shape of the hand. The thin material allows the user to have nearly a full range of motion while wearing the disposable vinyl gloves, which can be
especially important during precision work. Vinyl exam gloves also allow for extra sensitivity, making it possible for the user to experience sensation
through the protective layer. For this reason, medical vinyl exam gloves are increasingly popular, since medical professionals can still adequately
examine patients while wearing them. To help ensure the utmost flexibility, vinyl disposable hand wear is made in a number of sizes, ranging from
small to extra large, to accommodate individuals of all sizes.
Since most businesses and workplaces are concerned with the bottom line, it is especially good to note that vinyl gloves are also cost effective
options. Disposable vinyl gloves are substantially cheaper than other non-latex alternatives.
Clearly, there are a number of advantages to consider when it comes to disposable vinyl gloves. As an alternative to latex, vinyl gloves provide the
ultimate flexibility and real safety at a price that any workplace can easily afford.
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ProVal stock a range of vinyl gloves, including their Stretch PF, a new generation, ultra soft resin vinyl examination glove, it looks and fits like latex.
Listed on the Register of Therapeutic Goods and with HACCP Australia Food Safety Certification this glove can used in a variety of applications. Such
applications include hospitals, ambulance and emergency services, dental or medical clinics, food manufacturing and food handling.

The ProVal disposable vinyl glove range includes the All Clear and Foodie Blues vinyl gloves. These gloves are available in either lightly powdered or
powder free in blue and clear vinyl. The gloves have HACCP Australia Food Safety Certification and do not contain DOP/DEHP phthalates. Used in
food manufacturing and processing, food handling and preparation, catering, general industry and cleaning applications.
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